Breaking new ground

SFirm apps

SFirm goes mobile – Finance
cockpit and Signature folder
for decider
SFirm with you at all times
thanks to the Finance cockpit.
From now you can access account balances
and trends, turnovers and open payment mandates directly from your SFirm. The app "SFirm
Signature folder" opens with the tap of a finger.
It allows you to authorize payments securely via
EBICS (see the reverse of this information).
Comfortable and versatile.
Its simple, easy and fast operation will win you
over. The app is compatible with many banks
and can thus map many different banks.
The Finance cockpit uses push messages to
inform you of changes in your company's finances at the very moment a loan officer processes them.
Fast creation via QR code.
Installing the Finance cockpit is simple:
1. Download the app in the Apple App Store
or Google Play Store onto your smartphone
or tablet (iOS 8.0 or higher/Android 4.2 or
higher).
2. Use the QR code to link the Finance cockpit
with SFirm on your desktop (version 4.0 or
higher).
3. And off you go. A short video tutorial in the
app shows you how the linking is done.
No further activation by LBBW or system integration into your company's own network or
payment systems is required.
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Security audited by TÜV and German data
center.
Strong security features and an individual access code protect your data. Data is encrypted
prior to storing while transmissions are subject
to transport and content encryption.
In addition, your SFirm data is only temporarily
stored on a server and hosted in a Savings
Bank data center in Germany. Once it has been
collected by the Finance cockpit it is deleted.
You have the option to restrict the data displayed.
The app is tested and certified every year by
TÜV.

Quick and easy activation with SFirm
ENTERPRISE
Once you as an company customer of LBBW
have licensed the SFirm ENTERPRISE package you can link it with your SFirm up to five
times.

SFirm Signature folder - approve EBICS payments on the
move.
With the Signature folder on your smartphone
or tablet, you can approve or reject EBICS
payments, and get information about your company's pending payments on the go.
Comfortable and versatile
Its simple, easy and fast operation will win you
over. The app is compatible with many banks
and can thus map many different banks. It is
also possible to transfer bank access information from other financial programs.
Fast creation via QR code
Installing the SFirm Signature folder is simple:
1. Download the app (grey icon) in the Apple
App Store or Google Play Store onto your
smartphone or tablet (iOS 8.0 or higher/Android 4.2 or higher).
2. Use the QR code to link the Signature folder with SFirm on your desktop (version 3.0
or higher). And off you go. Short instruction
videos in the app show you how to set up
the bank key via QR code.
3. No further activation by LBBW or system
integration into your company's own network or payment systems is required.

Security audited by TÜV
You complete every payment authorization with
your EU password. Because this password
cannot be stored in the app, you are the only
one who can conclude these payment transactions.
Very high security standards and multi-level
passwords keep your data safe and prevent it
from being used by strangers, even if you lose
your smartphone or tablet.
The app is tested and certified every year by
TÜV.
Technology and more
The Signature folder uses the process of Distributed Electronic Signature (VEU).
All you need to do is make your data available
in the EBICS standard (version 2.5).
The app uses the following EBICS order types:
1. HPB (download bank key)
2. HVZ (download VEU overview with additional information)
3. HVT (retrieve VEU transaction details)
4. HVE (add signature)
5. HVS (cancel VEU)
6. HEV (download supported EBICS versions)
7. INI (send EU key)
8. HIA (send authentication / encryption key)
Quick and easy activation with SFirm
COMFORT and ENTERPRISE
If you as company customer of LBBW have
licensed
the
SFirm
COMFORT
or
ENTERPRISE package, you will be provided
with three (COMFORT) or ten (ENTERPRISE)
license codes to use all of the features of the
app.

